Tokenizing the $10 trillion
credit default swap asset class
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SINCE 2011, 60 MAJOR CRYPTOCURRENCY HACKS
HAVE OCCURRED

Total Cryptocurrency Stolen
$1,645M

$12.6 billion when
adjusted for
inflation

$839M

$530M

$2M

$3M

$8M

2011

2012

2013

$396M

$400M

2014

2015

2016

2017

$1.65 billion
stolen during last
seven years

2018
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CRYPTOCURRENCY EXCHANGES ARE THE LARGEST
SOURCE OF CREDIT RISK IN THE ECOSYSTEM

Source of Stolen Funds
78%

71%

of investors store the majority
of their crypto on an exchange

78%
4%

6%

Company

Community

of stolen funds are from exchanges

12%

Wallet

Exchange
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CURRENT CUSTODY OPTIONS EXPOSE CREDIT RISK
OR LIMIT ACCESSIBILITY

CENTRALIZED EXCHANGE STORAGE

MANUAL COLD STORAGE

Access to immediate liquidity

Eliminates exchange credit risk

Open to exchange credit risk

Zero immediate liquidity

Obvious target for hackers

Legal restrictions

Little transparency

Potential for user error
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CDx ELIMINATES CREDIT RISK AND ALLOWS
INVESTORS TO MAINTAIN LIQUIDITY

CDx is a smart contract protocol enabling anyone
to issue, trade, and resolve tokenized credit
default swaps on the Ethereum public blockchain
Eliminate exchange credit risk
Maintain access to liquidity by keeping assets on exchange
Gain transparency into exchanges’ credit risk
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CDx MIMICS TRADITIONAL CREDIT SWAP MARKETS

Seller

Buyer

(assumes risk for premium)

(wants to reduce risk)
Protection
Premium

Protection Amount
(if credit event occurs)

Credit default swaps are tradable
insurance policies against events
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CDx SWAPS CAN BE APPLIED TO A WIDE VARIETY OF
USE CASES

As the ecosystem matures,
new forms of credit risk
continue to emerge
The CDx protocol will
enable participants to
tokenize and exchange
credit default swaps across
a wide variety of use cases

Tokenized Debt
Insure against debtors defaulting on their loans

Stablecoins
Insure against stablecoins collapsing

DAO/ICO Insurance
Insure against DAOs or ICOs getting hacked
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CDx PROTOCOL IS A SET OF THREE
INTERCONNECTED TECHNOLOGIES

Smart contracts create,
exchange, and resolve the
tokenized swaps

A dual token system incentivizes
participants to contribute value
to the network

A decentralized exchange
facilitates trading of
tokenized swaps
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CDx WORKFLOW

PERMISSIONLESS SWAP CREATION

New credit default
swaps are proposed

Approved credit default
swaps are now tradeable

Proposed credit default swaps
are sent for approval
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CDx WORKFLOW

DECENTRALIZED SWAP TRADING

SELLERS

BUYERS
PROTECTION

PREMIUM

$$

RELAYER
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CDx WORKFLOW

EFFICIENT SWAP SETTLEMENT

BUYERS

Credit default
swaps expire

DETERMINATIONS
COMMITTEE

Seller receives
collateral

Buyer receives
collateral
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CDx DUAL TOKEN STRUCTURE SEPARATES
UTILITY AND GOVERNANCE

The Native token is
sold to investors

The Cred token is awarded to
active network participants

Fees: Pay for transaction fees

Governance: Vote on major protocol
decisions

Transferable: Trade on secondary
crypto exchanges

Redeemable: Convert back to Native

Staking: Earn $$ as a member of the
Determinations Committee

Staking: Earn $$ as a member of the
Determinations Committee
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CDx INCENTIVIZES PARTICIPANTS TO CREATE
NETWORK VALUE

PARTICIPANT

CONTRIBUTES

RECEIVES

NETWORK VALUE

Buyers

Premiums & Fees

Insurance

Fees increase DC value
and reduce token supply

Sellers

Insurance & Fees

Premiums

Fees increase DC value
and reduce token supply

DC Members

Consensus

Fees

Increase trust in
the network

Relayers

Order books

Fees

Aggregate liquidity
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NETWORK DESIGN ENCOURAGES PARTICIPANTS TO
CONTRIBUTE LIQUIDITY

Our novel proof-of-liquidity mechanism incentivizes participants to provide
liquidity to the network. In doing so, token supply is continuously reduced.
When transactions occur, providers of liquidity are rewarded
with non-transferable Cred tokens in exchange for Native

At any time, participants can
burn their Cred tokens for
discounted Native

TRANSACTION

PROTOCOL

TRANSACTION
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DECENTRALIZED EXCHANGE CONNECTS BUYERS AND
SELLERS OF CDx SWAPS

CDx is launching a decentralized
exchange application to enable
trading of swaps upon network
launch
The infrastructure behind the
exchange will be open source and
include extensive developer
documentation to encourage others
to launch their own exchanges
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EVERY ASSET CLASS WILL BE TOKENIZED ON A
PUBLIC BLOCKCHAIN

Global Asset Size at Year End 2017 (USD)
Equity

Crypto Leader

$78 Trillion

Debt

$237 Trillion

Swaps

$542 Trillion
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This presentation has been prepared by NextGen Blockchain Technologies Ltd. (the “Company”) for informational purposes only. By accepting delivery of this presentation
and/or attending the meeting where this presentation is made, you agree: (1) to keep strictly confidential the contents of this presentation and such other information
and not to disclose such document, the contents thereof or any such information to any third party; (2) not to copy all or any portion of this presentation, or any such
other information; and (3) to return this presentation and all such other documents and information to the Company upon its request.
These materials are not, and in no circumstances are they to be construed as, a prospectus, an offering memorandum, an advertisement, or a public offering of
securities. In addition, these materials do not form part of any offer or invitation to sell or issue, or any solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe for, or
any offer to underwrite or otherwise acquire any common shares of the Company or any other securities, nor shall they or any part of them nor the fact of their
distribution or communication form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any contract, commitment or investment decision in relation thereto, nor does it
constitute a recommendation regarding the securities of the Company. No securities regulatory authority or similar authority has reviewed or in any way passed upon the
document or the merits of these securities and any representation to the contrary is an offence.

The information concerning the Company in this presentation has been taken from, or is based upon, publicly available documents and records. No reliance may be placed
for any purposes whatsoever on the information contained in these materials or on their completeness. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by or
on behalf of the Company, any agent of the Company or any of such persons, directors, officers or employees or any other person as to the accuracy or completeness of
the information contained in these materials and no liability whatsoever is accepted by the Company, any agent of the Company or any of such persons’ directors,
officers or employees nor any other person for any loss howsoever arising, directly or indirectly, from any use of such information or otherwise arising in connection
therewith.
If any recipient of these materials wishes to make an investment in the Company (each such recipient, a “prospective investor”), such prospective investor must rely on
their own examination of the Company, including the merits and risks involved. Prospective investors should not construe anything in this presentation as investment,
legal or tax advice. Each prospective investor should consult its own investment, legal, tax and other advisers regarding the financial, legal, tax and other aspects of
any investment in the Company.
Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Information: The Company includes “forward-looking information” in these materials as defined under applicable Canadian
securities law (“forward-looking information” or “forward-looking statements”) which reflect management’s expectations regarding objectives, plans, goals, strategies,
future growth, results of operations, performance, business prospects and opportunities of the Company and cryptocurrencies. The words “plans”, “expects”, “does not
expect”, “scheduled”, “estimates”, “intends”, “anticipates”, “does not anticipate”, “projects”, “believes” or variations of such words and phrases or statements to the
effect that certain actions, events or results “may”, “will”, “could”, “would”, “might”, “occur”, “be achieved” or “continue” and similar expressions identify forwardlooking statements, although not all forward-looking information contains these identifying words. Some of the specific forward-looking statements in these materials
include, but are not limited to, statements with respect to:[NTD: included description of relevant FLS (if any)]. The forward-looking information reflects management’s
current estimates and beliefs and is based on assumptions developed using information currently available to the Company’s management in respect of the Company and
cryptocurrencies. Although the Company believes that the forward-looking statements are based on information and assumptions which are current, reasonable and complete,
including, without limitation, the various assumptions set forth herein and the assumption that results of operations, demographic and industry trends, legislative or
regulatory matters and current economic conditions remain unchanged, these statements are necessarily subject to a variety of risks and uncertainties. The Company
cautions readers not to place undue reliance on these statements, as forward-looking statements involve significant risks and uncertainties, should not be read as
guarantees of future performance or results and will not necessarily be accurate indications of whether or not the times at or by which such performance or results will
be achieved. A number of factors could cause actual results to differ materially from the results discussed in the forward-looking statements, including, but not
limited to, [list general factors]. These forward-looking statements are made as of the date of these materials and, except as expressly required by applicable law, the
Company assumes no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
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Join the community!
CDxProject.com
/r/CDxProject
@CDx_Project
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